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Selling Themselves: Slavery, Survival, and the Path of Least Resistance

Ben Schiller
University of East Anglia*

If a single theme might be said to unify modern studies of slavery in America, it would be resistance. As a point of departure and as a destination, the presumption that the enslaved resisted their captors at each and every turn has established a view of the African American past in which individuals and communities asserted themselves despite their oppression, and neatly positions the experience of enslavement as prologue to the struggle for Civil Rights and racial equality in the twentieth century. The resultant resistance paradigm shapes interpretations of such diverse subjects as the sources and strength of African American culture, the importance of family and community, the significance of literacy, or the ways in which enslaved women responded to the exploitation of their fertility and sexual vulnerability. Within the paradigm, each of these (and many more) aspects of enslaved life and culture are read as defiant assertions of self and communal worth, values which were effectively denied enslaved African Americans via slaveholders’ brutal practices of domination and exploitation. This historiographical orthodoxy follows the ex-slave narratives in constructing a picture of the enslaved as fixated upon the ultimate goal of obtaining freedom, only making do with covert acts of “day to day resistance” where overt acts would lead to self-destruction, an approach that stands as a necessary corrective to the romantic image of moonlight and magnolia it has supplanted.¹

Yet as commendable and necessary as this refocusing of historiographical attention may be, overemphasising resistance risks constructing an essentialist history in which the enslaved remain no less dehumanised than they were in the racist accounts we have justly consigned to the historical dustbin. The narrative of defiance all too often renders the enslaved as superhuman, somehow impervious to the psychological and social damage their subordination would wreak on lesser souls. By the same token, slaveholders are all too easily written off as subhuman, so arrogant (or perhaps just so stupid), that they failed to realise when they were being

¹ Ben Schiller completed his PhD at the University of Edinburgh in 2008 and is currently a temporary lecturer at the University of East Anglia. He can be contacted at b.t.schiller@googlemail.com.
manipulated; so concerned that their chattels acknowledge the justice of “black” subjugation and “white” dominance as to have been incapable of recognising their own brutality. In short, it is as if a generation of historians have collectively forgotten that the Hegelian master/slave dialectic ought not to be taken literally. The result of this misstep, argues Nell Irvin Painter, is that the enslaved have too often “emerged from historians’ pages in the pose of lofty transcendence over racist adversity.” And as she goes on to say:

Rejecting that reasoning is imperative, because denying slaves psychological personhood impoverishes the study of everyone in slave-holding society.²

Such historiographical critiques are fuelling an emergent counter-revisionist insurgency that is more or less united around the feeling that “the emphasis on slave agency – in the family, in gardens, in the ‘infrapolitics’ of master-slave negotiation – is making us forget the raw realities of slavery: the system was about making black people work for white people, and the whites had all the guns.”³ Thus David Brion Davis typifies the obsession with resistance as history written “in the shadow of ‘what should have happened’” and suggests that in consequence it has become “virtually impossible to explain why slavery could be so economically productive and successful over long periods of time, why slave prices in the South continued to rise through the 1850s and well into the Civil War, and how two or three adult white males could control one hundred or two hundred slaves on an isolated … Southern plantation.”⁴ Walter Johnson takes this further, suggesting that the long shadow cast by debates over the equal humanity of the enslaved (to which Elkins, Moynihan, Blassingame and Gutman simply added new chapters), have left us with a discourse so insistent on evincing enslaved agency and resistance as to “unwittingly reproduce the incised terms and analytical limits of a field of contest (black humanity: for or against) framed by the white-supremacist assumptions which made it possible to ask such a question in the first place.”⁵

Edward E. Baptist takes a slightly different tack but one which adds a further dimension to this critique. The problem with resistance, implies Baptist, lies not in the attempt to tell the history of “what should have been,” but rather in the fact that valorising resistance effectively devalues survival and brands those that simply endured their enslavement as inadequate, tragically implicated in the very mechanisms of social control and racial objectification that sustained their bondage. This is a point of view that is of course most closely associated with Genovese’s Roll,
Jordan, Roll, though it might equally well be linked to such influential historians of American slavery as Philip Morgan, Bertram Wyatt-Brown or Peter Kolchin, to name but a few. As Baptist avers, however, such an analysis demonstrates not the failure of the enslaved but the failure of the model, a model which is gendered in its insistence on a masculine ideal of heroic violence, and epistemologically far from neutral in its implied reference to *Le Resistance*.

And indeed what of those who did not resist? Are they to be viewed as failures, or, worse still, collaborators? While few contemporary historians would be willing to identify their own histories with Malcolm X’s “house Negro”/“field Negro” dichotomy, this has all too often been implied by the resistance paradigm. Moreover, this is an implication which, when it informs the history of “what should have been,” tends to rule out, or at least profoundly (mis)shape, the study of those men and women whose choices resistance can only construct as failure or collaboration: the study of defiance often seems rather more attractive, exciting and ideologically satisfying than a study of compliance, and the very best the non-resistor can hope for in such histories is a supporting role as Uncle Tom. A recent discussion on *h-slavery* saw this binary approach taken to its logical conclusion: “if we are unable to acknowledge that some slaves were actually vile and dreadful human beings,” argued Professor Anthony Lee, “we will also be unable to see that some others were heroic and selfless. You simply cannot have one without the other.” Perhaps so, but this surely highlights the redundancy of a monochromatic representation: either extreme, the collaborator or the resistor, the vile and dreadful or the heroic and selfless, were just that, the extremes of enslaved personality; a history of slavery which is no more than the study of extreme behaviour must be inadequate at best, a caricature at worst.

One way to sidestep such problems whilst at the same time avoiding the denigration of those who relied upon subtle means to endure and normalise lives lived in situations that seem to us to be unendurable, is a return to Bauer and Bauer’s “day to day resistance.” This is essentially the approach used by Philip Morgan in the introduction to his excellent monograph, *Slave Counterpoint*. Here he argues that “in work and in play, in public and in private, violently and quietly, slaves struggled against masters,” an analysis that provides the excuse by which he justifies his omission of a chapter on resistance, pleading that as a study of enslaved culture, the “whole book is a study of resistance.” It is also apparent in Christopher Morris’ attempt to restore the dignity of resistance to the accommodationist argument by putting a new spin on the failures of Genovese’s slaves via the concept of an everyday
enslaved resistance that “in certain circumstances” articulated with slaveholder domination, allowing each to use the other “for their own distinct purposes.”

Yet subtle and nuanced as they may be, such approaches seem to me to be far too elastic: deploying the resistance paradigm in order to give meaning to almost every aspect of enslaved behaviour that did not conform to the wishes of slaveowners reduces the concept to nebulous insignificance; if everything from the “black” economy to enslaved medicinal practice, from playing dumb to committing infanticide is to be understood as a form of resistance, then what use does the concept actually have as an analytical category? Indeed, as has already been implied by the observation that we can only truly appreciate the heroism of resistance by contrasting it with the villainy of collaboration, the reasoning behind such a discursive framework is at least as ideological as it is historical.

Not that this should deter us from historicising enslaved defiance, and my purpose here is not to deny that resistance took place nor to repudiate the work of decades of scholarship on the subject as no more than ideological clap-trap; it is far from this, and if I have overstated my case, it is only to highlight the problem rather than to construct a straw man. Instead, the intention of this essay is to problematise the resistance paradigm by qualifying it with the concept of a socially-sanctioned and culturally-transmitted set of survival strategies that included, but were not limited to, defiance and compliance, or to stick within the parameters of the established epistemology, both resistance and collaboration. I therefore examine instances in which the enslaved attempted to deal with their owners and propose readings of these exchanges that are sensitive to the fact that in order to achieve their own ends, slaves often had to comply with slaveholder demands, struck bargains where they could, and otherwise presented themselves in ways that consistently required more than mere role-play. To put this another way, while I am not seeking to revivify long-dead stereotypes of infantilised slaves who were unwittingly complicit in their own enslavement, I am arguing that the conduct of such exchanges suggests that many African Americans knew that they had little choice but to accept their fate and were thus attempting to shape liveable lives within the constraints of slavery. If that process must, in and of itself, be construed as resistance then one ends up, in the case of enslaved trustees (be they overseers or drivers, house or field slaves, quasi-free artisans or even their masters’ “concubines”), with the paradox of collaboration as resistance, or else with the pathos of individual and communal acts of defiance “inadvertently contrib[ing] to the very system” of bondage.
My analysis also recognises the important shift in slaveholding practice brought about by the market and transport revolutions of the antebellum era and situates enslaved survival tactics within a disciplinary system that was underpinned less by physical violence (actual or withheld) than by means of psychological and sociological terrorism. By this I mean to highlight the disciplinary effects of two institutions, the interstate trade and the enslaved family, for it was in the tension between the rewards of the latter and the threat of the former that certain slaveholders discovered a most potent means of maintaining discipline. In an era which saw more than a million individuals sold away from the “exporting” states of the Seaboard South, and perhaps twice as many moved about locally through trade, slaveholder relocation, and hire, it is hard to exaggerate the destruction that enforced migration wrought on individual, familial and communal life; it is nonetheless obvious why this threat became the ultimate disciplinary strategy by which some such slaveholders kept their “troublesome property” in line.13

In the face of such a psychologically brutal system, the development of socio-culturally mandated and transmitted survival strategies was a necessity, and training started early in the short childhood of the enslaved. Indeed, just as has been argued for tactics of resistance, tried and tested stratagems would surely have been carefully inculcated into the young through recognisable means of cultural transmission such as role-play and folklore. This point is emphasised by Wilma King who argues that enslaved parents sought “to teach fundamental survival skills at early ages … socializ[ing] their offspring to endure slavery by paying deference to whites while maintaining self respect.” Despite emphasising survival and endurance, however, King’s interpretation of such practices remains rooted in the discourse of resistance, as she makes clear in the very next sentence: “This embodied a major act of resistance and equipped children to defend themselves on the psychological battlefield.”14

Whether such childrearing practices were themselves resistant (whether, for that matter, they taught resistance), or whether both might be better understood in terms of tactics for survival, as is strongly implied by the concept of “socialization,” it is worth keeping in mind that the young learn by experience as much as by example. And the experience of growing up in bondage provided enslaved children with many opportunities to learn lessons other than those their parents might have taught. In particular, as Marie Jenkins Schwartz has shown, that antebellum slaveholders, who
typically disguised their mastery by utilising the language of family and domesticity, presented young slaves with multiple parental figures who competed for their loyalty and affection:

Children had to learn how to negotiate a dangerous world, which entailed pleasing two sets of adults with different expectations. Their dependence encouraged them to respect whatever adults looked out for their interests, but children in the early years had difficulty determining who had their best interests at heart. An owner’s special treat or favor could serve as evidence of love, in a young child’s estimation, but boys and girls were fearful of the slaveholder’s power to separate them from loved ones and of the punishments regularly inflicted on slaves. Consequently, owners found themselves competing with parents for the children’s loyalty by mitigating slavery’s brutality.15

Given such circumstances, enslaved children also discovered that these were situations they could exploit, thus learning a valuable lesson in how to survive and endure slavery which would stand them in good stead in their later years.

Such tactics are a commonplace in the letters victims of forced migration wrote to potential purchasers who might buy a loved one and prevent them being “sold down the river,” or to the very men and women that had actually elected to sell or hire them away from their family and kin, a range of correspondence which shows enslaved men and women routinely attempting to flatter one master by comparing them favourably to another. This is not to suggest their stratagems be read as examples of infantilisation but rather that they might be understood as instances in which childhood socialisation equipped enslaved adults to respond tactically to situations in which, like children, they were virtually but not completely powerless.

For instance, in 1854 Rice C. Ballard, a slave trader turned planter, received a letter from Delia, an enslaved woman who worked in his townhouse in Louisville, Kentucky. She wrote to ask him to buy her husband, Henry, whose own master had sold him to a speculator named Miller who planned to transport him to the Deep South. Whereas both Miller and her husband’s master had, according to Delia, dealt with her and Henry dishonourably, she felt sure that Ballard, as an honourable man and as a husband and father himself, would surely intercede on her behalf. Signing herself “Your exceedingly humble servant,” Delia therefore pleaded with Ballard, appealing to his humanity as she endeavoured to get to him to recognise hers:
I hope you will think for a moment how hard it is. My husband is taken away from me. I never expect to see him again in this world. Master, please buy him. I have done all that I can. If you don't buy him, please get someone to buy him that will let him come & see me. 16

Yet we should also be aware that correspondents such as Delia wrote from a position of absolute dependence and that all they had to offer beyond the labour that would be taken from them in any case was the promise that they would be dutiful. Letters written by correspondents who were seeking to save themselves or members of their family from being sold or hired away are therefore replete with promises to work harder, to be dutiful and reliable, to be, in short, as slavish as their masters expected a slave to be. For example, a year before he received the letter from Delia, another enslaved woman wrote to Ballard. Named Virginia, she had been the "concubine" of Ballard's business partner, Samuel Boyd, bearing two of his children and pregnant with a third, yet she and her small family now faced being separated at the auction block after Boyd's wife had prevailed upon her husband and Ballard to have them sold. Pleading with him to relent, or at the very least not to part them (requests Ballard would refuse out of hand), Virginia employed a similar stratagem to Delia, contrasting Ballard's honour and his ability to "sympathise with those in distress" with Samuel Boyd's dishonourable conduct. Moreover, she also promised to be a good slave if only he would afford her the opportunity: "All I require or ask" she wrote, "is for an agent to be afforded hear to see to me and time to earn the money, honestly to buy my children. If I have to work my finger ends off I will earn evry dime." 17

For both these women, the only recourse they had in their attempts to save their families from destruction was an appeal to their owner. In this instance the sad irony was that their master was in fact a man who had made his money from the interstate slave trade, and whose business correspondence reveals that he and his trading partners routinely shared jokes about raping young enslaved women before selling them as "fancy maids." 18 Whether Delia or Virginia knew the details of his past or not, it seems unlikely that Ballard had completely transformed himself into the kind and generous soul they flatteringly described. Even if he had, attempting to appeal to the better nature of a man who still had a significant interest in the trade was surely a sign of each woman's desperation. 19

Of course it might be argued that these correspondents, and the many other slaves who composed similar letters and made similar appeals and promises, were
merely playing a role and that their self-presentations as dutiful and humble slaves were no more than performances that they could shrug off when they no longer served their purposes. Perhaps so, yet I would suggest that when the enslaved explicitly placed themselves at the mercy of slaveholders who already claimed absolute power over them, the cost in terms of self-esteem and self-worth must have been considerable: to have nothing to offer that could not be taken by force except for one’s subservience was surely a difficult cross to bear, especially when even this bargain had to be struck from a pose of profound subordination.

In any case, such strategies failed more often than they succeeded, and so enslaved people who were forcibly parted now faced a new challenge: how to reassert and/or maintain connections to those they left behind and thus retain some possibility of reunification. For most this was virtually impossible, but a few managed to write letters, or have letters written, back to the people who had originally sold them. One such correspondent was an enslaved woman named Vilet Lester who, in August 1857 wrote to her former mistress, Patsey Patterson, of Randolph County, North Carolina. From the content of the letter it is apparent that Vilet and Patsey had grown up together – Vilet signs herself as “your long loved and well wishing play mate” – but in 1852 she been sold away from the Patterson family, leaving behind both her mother and daughter. By the time she wrote to Patsey, Vilet was living more than three hundred miles away, in Bullock County, Georgia, as the property of James B. Lester, and one of the interesting features of this text is Vilet’s description of her passage from hand to hand as she was sold and resold, and thus transported away from her family and friends by the mechanisms of the slave trade.

Vilet wrote with two distinct purposes: first, she sought to re-establish a connection with the family and friends she left behind in North Carolina, and perhaps even to find someone who would purchase her and bring her back there; second, she wanted to ascertain the whereabouts of her daughter, “my Presus little girl,” who Lester had offered to purchase. To achieve these ends Vilet needed Patsey’s cooperation. Only Patsey was in a position to serve as a conduit for Vilet’s sentimental messages to her mother, while it appears that she was also the only person that Vilet felt she could depend upon to locate her daughter and to put Lester’s offer to whoever now owned the child. As such, the ways in which Vilet appealed to her connection to Patsey and her family, not only reminiscing about their childhood friendship but also suggesting that she found it hard to distinguish her love for her own mother from her love for her former owners, were affective tactics which she
surely hoped would encourage Patsey to do her utmost on behalf of her former slave. Whether they were effective or not is unclear, but whatever the outcome, I find it hard to imagine that addressing the person who was responsible for selling her and parting her from her family as her “long loved and well wishing play mate” was a comfortable position to adopt. Indeed, I would like to suggest that this kind of self-abasement, however necessary, was surely not without consequences for an individual’s “psychological personhood.”

Yet whatever the cost of such exchanges, there is also the problem of how to fit them into the discourse of resistance. Can we really describe slaves who offered their owners their willing subordination and self-abnegation in exchange for keeping themselves out of the slave trade or facilitating reunions as resisting enslavement? Does not the context of such exchanges render the concept meaningless? Analysing their tactical purpose and effect, on the other hand, provides a more epistemologically open approach, because while such stratagems were sometimes successful insofar as they worked to keep individuals and families from the auction block, or else to ameliorate the worst effects of being parted, they in no way threatened to undermine the smooth functioning of either the institution of slavery or the slave trade that underpinned it. Moreover, each African American that somehow negotiated their own way off the auction block was replaced with another: coffles did not go South half-empty.

These kinds of tactics therefore had consequences for that other supposed mainstay of resistance, the community. Emphasising this point is not to deny the existence or the importance of enslaved communities, for whether enslaved African Americans lived and worked in rural or urban settings, in large gangs or individual workshops, they formed relationships that extended beyond the boundaries of individual slaveholdings, creating social networks that provided their members with significant sources of emotional and practical support. What I am suggesting is that we should not assume that communal solidarity always trumped individual need or that the values of resistance and mutual defence that such networks no doubt fostered outweighed the importance of personal survival. If we acknowledge that enslaved life was lived in the shadow of the auction block, therefore, we also need to recognise how African American’s tactical responses to this threat often operated at an individual and familial level rather than at a communal one and must have at times undermined any sense of community within enslaved neighbourhoods and networks.
An example of how this tension between communal and individual interest might have functioned is to be found in an interesting series of letters received by a wealthy planter named James Cathcart Johnston, the owner of a number of substantial North Carolinian plantations. Johnston travelled a great deal, but when he was at home he resided in the great plantation house he had had built on the grandest of his estates, Hayes, near Edenton, leaving the management of Poplar Plains, the largest of his three Pasquotank County plantations, to an enslaved trustee named Peter. As “superintendent” of Poplar Plains, Peter’s role combined those of farm manager and overseer, duties which he “performed … in exemplary fashion” over the course of twelve years of service. He in turn was supervised by Mr. Hallowell, a neighbouring smallholder upon whom Johnston relied to administer punishment as and when Peter saw fit and whose dependability was rewarded when the unmarried Johnston left him all three Pasquotank plantations in his will. It should be noted, however, that Peter himself was answerable directly to Johnston and the two corresponded on a regular basis, the master requiring his slave to write him regular reports on the behaviour of the Poplar Plains slaves and the progress of work there.

In the summer of 1850 this arrangement was complicated by the arrival of James Sawyer, Johnston’s younger cousin, whose exact role is unclear but who nonetheless lived at Poplar Plains and seems to have overseen much of the work that year, at least in the other two plantations of Salem and Body. Like Peter, Sawyer wrote Johnston weekly reports, “diary letters” as he himself described them, and it is through a comparison of Peter and Sawyer’s correspondence with Johnston that the disciplinary problems at Poplar Plains begin to become apparent. In a series of letters the two wrote to Johnston in the first weeks of October 1850 one encounters differential descriptions of a confrontation between Johnston’s cousin and his trustee over the punishment of another slave named Josiah, with Hallowell appearing as a bit player who was either bullish and brutal, according to Sawyer, or else, as Peter would have it, driven to distraction by Sawyer’s naïve interference in matters he didn’t properly understand.

The details of the incident that sparked the confrontation between the two were themselves a matter of disagreement. According to Peter, his argument with Josiah began when the latter responded to being reprimanded for sloppy workmanship by threatening Peter with an axe. Peter responded by sending for Hallowell to punish him, at which point Josiah ran off to Body plantation to find Sawyer. Peter’s description of what happened next is as follows:
Mr Sawyer… took Josiah’s part and said Mr Hallowell shall not give him one lick whiles he was within five miles of hear… and [he] cursed me and Mr Hallowell because I said Mr Hallowell was to whip him… he wanted to whip him his own self. I told him he need not give one lick for me. he said he never shall believe that Josiah done or said any thing. I tried to reason with him and told him it would not doe for me and him to be tieing up and whiping that it was against your orders. So before he let him be whiped he made him run away and he is out now.23

Sawyer’s story was very different. In a letter which opened with the disparaging comment that he was “sorry that nearly every letter must contain something wrong about the Plantation,” Sawyer explained that it was in fact Peter who began the confrontation by raising a handspike to Josiah causing the latter to reach for an axe to defend himself. He then described Peter’s response: “Peter told him that he would blow his brains out, and come to the house to get the gun. Josiah said that he did not want Peter to shoot him and he had run away.”24 Sawyer then went on to describe his own intercession and the argument over who should whip Josiah, making it clear that Peter was not only unreasonable but also disrespectful, and concluding his letter by explaining that it was Peter’s intransigence and brutality rather than anything that Sawyer himself had said or done that had led to Josiah running away.

Though not beyond the bounds of possibility, the idea that Peter actually threatened to shoot Josiah does seem unlikely, and it is even less likely that had he made such a threat he would actually have followed through: these are hardly measures that even the most brutal slaveholder would have sanctioned, and simply would not have been tolerated by a self-proclaimed progressive such as Johnston. Reading between the lines I would therefore suggest that it was actually Sawyer’s presence that was the real problem in that it created a cleavage in the power structure which slaves such as Josiah could exploit – another example of the kinds of tactics highlighted above. Yet Sawyer’s own response to this was effectively to try to get Peter fired by accusing him of the most serious breach of discipline possible: the intent to murder one of Johnston’s slaves. If we keep in mind that the threat of being sold into the slave trade served as the backdrop to plantation discipline in the Antebellum south, then Sawyer’s bid to discredit Peter had extremely serious implications. Had Johnston accepted his cousin’s account it is unlikely that he would have been satisfied by simply demoting his trustee and sending him back to the fields:
failed overseers/drivers threatened the good order of a plantation in that their presence tended to undermine the authority of their replacements, and slaveowners were apt to get rid of them if they proved to be unreliable.\textsuperscript{25} Considered in this light, Peter’s responses to Sawyer’s interventions might be seen as rather more than a spat over who was the ultimate arbiter of Johnston’s authority:\textsuperscript{26} were Peter to have failed to convince his master that he was in the right and remained Johnston’s dutiful servant, then he might have quickly found himself as just another slave on the auction block. It is thus quite understandable that Peter should have described Sawyer as “the greatest enemy that I have” since his interference threatened to undermine not only his situation but also his security.\textsuperscript{27} It is equally important to recognise that in his attempts to re-secure his position and counter Sawyer’s accusations, Peter had to undermine another slave, Josiah (just as Josiah had sought to undermine him), and thus expose him to the self-same dangers Peter sought to evade; at the very least, Peter’s resistance to Sawyer’s interference ultimately resulted in Josiah receiving a severe whipping from Hallowell.

Nor is this an isolated example. In a series of letters written to the Reverend Charles Colcock Jones by a man named Catoe, an enslaved trustee who supervised work at Montevideo (one of the three rice plantations Jones owned in Liberty County, Georgia), Catoe was careful to highlight his own moral rectitude and dedicated service by contrasting this with the bad behaviour of other slaves. A particular focus in this propaganda war was his brother Cash and his wife Phoebe, herself Catoe’s wife Marcia’s half-sister. Whilst it is difficult to be sure why he singled them out, it is likely that this was in part because Cash was a potential competitor for Catoe’s position, and although there were certainly other issues that contributed to Jones’ eventual decision to sell Cash’s entire family, Catoe’s campaign against them was without doubt a major contributory factor. An example may be found in a letter from 1851 in which Catoe reports on the pair’s defiant behaviour:

Cash… has given himself up to the old boy, for Since his wife has been with him he appears more petulant and has not only given up going to prayers, but I have several times heard him make use of bad words Whenever he was displeased, & have shamed and talked to him so often, that I have felt it my duty to report him... Phoebe and I get along So, So. So far as yet, She does her work very well, but there is a strong notion now and then to break out but She knows well Enough how it will be if She does, and I am in hopes she will let her better judgement rule her passions.\textsuperscript{28}
Were Peter and Catoe “vile and dreadful human beings,” collaborators who are somehow unworthy of historical attention because they betrayed their race and class? They may have been, though even if they were, we nonetheless need to include them in the history. Such judgements on their likeability aside, however, I am in any case tempted to offer a different conclusion, one which acknowledges the contingencies and vicissitudes of their own lived experiences. For in their own ways each was simply enduring their enslavement, using tactics that sometimes even cost them the respect of their community, although it is worth noting that many slaveholders’ trustees emerged from slavery as community leaders rather than pariahs. Moreover, as the experiences of Cash, Phoebe and their family attest, resistance was by no means always the surest route to familial survival; their eldest daughter died of pneumonia on the way from Colcock Jones’ Georgia plantation to the slave market in New Orleans where the rest of the family, like so many other black families, disappears from the records, though it is more likely that they were each sold to different masters than that they had the good fortune to remain together. By this measure, it would seem that Catoe and Peter, whose immediate families were not destroyed by slavery, were more successful at shielding themselves and their loved ones from this kind of suffering than their more defiant fellows.

Yet we should not forget that such “victories” came at a cost, for even as we recognise that a good many enslaved African Americans may have sought out the power, privileges and protections slaveholders’ trustees often enjoyed, we must also recognise the trauma such acts of compliance inflicted on them. Peter Randolph, the son of an enslaved driver, described the trustee’s plight as follows:

When they first commence to lash the backs of their fellows, they are like soldiers when they first go to the battle-field; they dread and fear the contest, until they hear the roaring of the cannon, and smell the powder, and mark the whizzing ball; then they rush into the battle, forgetful of all human sympathy while in the fight. So it is with the slave-drivers. After receiving the instructions of their owners, they must forget even their own wives and children, and do all they can for ‘Master.’ If they do not do this, they must receive all that would be given the others. In this manner, their hearts and consciences are hardened, and they become educated to whipping, and lose all human feeling.

While one cannot help but be moved by this empathetic description of the way in which drivers forced to whip their “fellows, until the blood ran down to the ground” were effectively dehumanised by the reflexive psychological impact of their own
brutality, it is nonetheless wanting in one respect: he fails to recognise the advantages that his father’s role as driver likely afforded him and his family. Unfortunately, probably because his father died when Peter was only 10 years old, Randolph’s narrative does not provide enough detail for the reader to do more than guess at what these may have been, although it does seem that his father may have had visiting privileges (he and his wife were owned by different masters and lived on adjoining plantations) and protections for his family that were not universally enjoyed by the men and women he was required to whip and scorn.\(^{32}\)

The testimony of Nancy Williams, interviewed in 1937 about her recollections of growing up enslaved, can be used to cast some light on what may be missing from Peter Randolph’s narrative. Like him, she was the child of an enslaved trustee, and she vividly remembered her father as a cruel man, describing one occasion when he tied her in a sack in the smoke house and smoked her for a time before beating her “somepin awful.”\(^{33}\) His brutality notwithstanding, her father’s rank also had its advantages and her testimony reveals just how valuable an enslaved trustee’s relationship with their master could be in that after the death of her owner, her father’s loss of status resulted in the sudden removal of his ability to secure privileges and protections for his own family. Whereas before this calamity she had lived in relative comfort and enjoyed such advantages as receiving enough pocket money, provided by her father, to buy material for quilting and clothes which she had in turn sold, she now found herself without an income or independence. Worse still, she was to be hired out, with all the humiliation and trauma this involved:

```
Den come dem hirin’ days. De young marsa hired you out for a year. When dey put me on de block to ‘cry me off’ all de po’ white bacy-chewin’ devils stanin’ ‘roun waitin’ to get me. Den I yealls loud’s I could, ‘I don’ wan’ no po’ white man git me! Ain’ wanna wuk for no po’ white man!’ As de devil would have it, one got me.\(^{34}\)
```

Thus, although Nancy was never sold, her father’s loss of status nevertheless brought her to an auction block, the symbolic cornerstone of the African American Diaspora. With her horror at this experience in mind, we might reconsider her father’s choices and reflect that his brutality should not be understood in the essentialist terms she proposes – she describes him as a “mean man, a big strong half Injun”\(^{35}\) – but rather as signifying the trauma and shell shock experienced by an enslaved trustee forced into forgetting at least a fraction of “human sympathy” so as to protect and preserve his family.
These speculations return us to the question of performance versus internalisation. While it may be tempting to read the kinds of exchanges discussed above as no more than instances of role-playing in which enslaved correspondents offered slaveholders appropriate assertions of subordination or else played the authoritarian parts they were given (as I myself have argued elsewhere), they are also amenable to alternative interpretations. These become most apparent when one compares appeals made at the point of sale or in response to actual separations with letters that enslaved correspondents wrote their masters under other, apparently less stressful, circumstances. Where the former understandably read as desperate, self-abnegating attempts at flattery by which an individual sought to keep themselves or members of their family from being sold away or else to be reunited with loved ones, so too do the latter to the extent that they read as instances of self-promotion in which enslaved correspondents attempted to display their slavishness to the best of their ability in order to avoid ever coming to the crisis of standing on the auction block. To put this another way, if enslaved lives in antebellum America were lived in the shadow of an enforced African American Diaspora, then this surely provided strong incentives for bondspeople to engage in an almost perpetual round of self-marketing and self-promotion in order to avoid the very real threat of the market, a process that cannot have been psychologically inconsequential.

At this point, therefore, the false dichotomy of role-play versus internalisation seems to break down entirely, revealing survival to have often been more important than resistance, self-preservation frequently more significant than communal solidarity. Such a rupture should also have profound implications for the historiography. Yet if this is to move on then we need to cease requiring virtually every aspect of enslaved life and culture to accommodate our need to locate practices of resistance the subjects of our historical inquiry may themselves have found incomprehensible. The consequence of changing tack will include facing up to difficult questions with unsatisfying, incomplete answers, but it is surely time we freed the history of the enslaved from our own ideological needs, contemporary expectations, and qualitative judgements and endeavoured instead to comprehend them on their own terms.
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